Functional reconstitution of defective myeloid dendritic cells in chronic hepatitis C infection on successful antiviral treatment.
Poor cellular trafficking and suboptimal T-cell responses in liver, the hall marks of chronic hepatitis C virus (CHC) infection, might be attributed to defective antigen presentation. Controversy exists regarding role of myeloid dendritic cells (DCs) in CHC and response to antiviral treatment. This study examines functional status of DCs before and after completion of treatment with the aim to find any modulatory effect. Frequency and functions of monocyte-derived DCs (mo-DCs) were evaluated in CHC (n = 25), before the start of therapy (CHC(0) ). These patients were then put on treatment with peg-interferon-α plus ribavirin for 24 or 48 weeks, and the mo-DC functions were evaluated after 6 months of completion of treatment (CHC(6) ) again, using multicolour flow cytometry, endocytosis assay, cytokine assay and mixed lymphocyte reaction. Pre-treatment frequency of mo-DCs in CHC(0) was lower than that in healthy controls, which became close to normal in patients who achieved virological response (SVR+, n = 20) but not in non-responders (SVR-, n = 5). Pre-treatment levels of CD83, CD80 and CD86 on mo-DC in SVR(0) +, but not SVR(0) -, got upregulated after lipopolysaccharide stimulation supporting the hypothesis that DCs play deciding role in response to therapy. Post-treatment allostimulatory and phagocytosing capacity of mo-DCs in SVR+ patients indicated regain in functional capacity in these patients but not in SVR- patients. Our results indicate that DCs in CHC patients exhibiting mature and functional phenotype prior to therapy achieve sustained virological response suggesting that functional modulation of defective DCs is directly associated with successful response to therapy.